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What is the S & I Fair?

The Science and Invention Fair is 

an opportunity for students to 

learn more about something 

they find interesting in science.

This sounds

like fun!



Grades 3-5 can be in the S & I 

Fair. 

I want to be in 

the S & I Fair, 

but I don’t 

know how.



If you want to be in 

the S & I Fair, this is 

what you’ll need to 

do:



Think about if you want to do 
an experiment or an 
invention.

An invention

Invention
Experiment



You can ask your parent or teacher 
if you need help choosing a topic.

What will I 

choose?

It should be 

something that 

you want to 

know more 

about.



Most science fair books and experiment kits 
teach by showing directions to their 
experiment and using observational science 
to see what happens.

They then explain the “whys” and “hows” of 
the experiment.



For the S & I fair,

You will make up YOUR OWN 
experiment or invention. 

Copying from books or web sites is following 
directions, it is not experimenting or inventing. 

If you are interested in an experiment 
you see, you may research it and modify 
it to make it your own.



Experiment:

*Ask a question that you 
want to know the answer 
to

*Make a hypothesis (an 
educated guess)

*Design an experiment to 
test your question  

* Use the Scientific 
Method  

Decide if you want to do an experiment or invention 

Invention:

*Build something to solve 
a problem

*Use the Engineering 
Design Process to draw, 
test and redesign your 
invention 

(you don’t have to 
reinvent the wheel, 
maybe just make 
something better)



Start with something that interests you:

water, vision, gum, launching projectiles…

something you hear that you might wonder is true or not

what if I made…



• Do some research

I wonder if 

different 

brands of gum 

have different 

stretch –

ability?



*  Design your own experiment or invention. 

• Come up with a question you can 
test or a problem you can fix

How far can Bubbilicious gum stretch?  

Can I make a really stretchy gum?

If I measure a piece of gum,
Then chew a few pieces for the same amount of time, 
I can then stretch them from one end of a ruler &
I can measure the distance ( or how far they stretch).



We recommend you:

*Pick something that you can set up 
in a day and observe over time

*Avoid projects that require a lot of 
building

If this is your first time doing  a project,



With approval from your parents, 
fill out the Registration Form on 
the S & I Fair webpage. 

Mom, I want to 

do a Science & 

Invention Fair 

project! 



Still with us?



Do your research, create your own 
experiment or invention using the 
scientific method or engineering 
design process.  



You will have a lab notebook to 
help you conduct your 
experiment or create your 
invention.  



Create a report to show what you 
learned.



Share your project with classmates 
and reviewers. With your permission, 
we will post pictures of your project 

so others can learn from it. 



How will your project be 
reviewed?

Reviewers will read through your report. 

They will be looking to see that you used 

the scientific method or engineering 

design process and did the project and 

report by yourself as much as possible. 

They will provide feedback so  you can 

continue to learn and become a better 

scientist.



Based on the reviewer’s scores, you will 

receive a 1st, 2nd or 3rd level award. You 

are not competing against anyone! 

Everyone who participates will be eligible 

for raffle prizes! 



Important Dates

Registration form due by 

February 11th

Project due on 

March 18th 

Please drop off reports in front of Multi



Thank you for viewing this PowerPoint.
Questions? You can ask your teacher or e-mail coordinators: 
archana.minnal@gmail.com or lindsay.melhus@gmail.com

Wait until your project is approved to begin.

We will provide a step by step guide for you 

to follow.

Adapted from Ms. Stephens, Granbury ISD Science Fair.
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